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Application Transport methods 
In the world of networking technologies and protocols, IoT is relatively   new. Combined with the fact 
that IP is the de facto standard for computer networking in general,older protocols that connected 
sensors and actuators have evolved and adapted themselvestoutilizeIP. 

A prime example of this evolution is supervisory control   and data acquisition(SCADA). 
Designed decades ago, SCADA is an automation control system that was 
initiallyimplementedwithoutIPoverseriallinks,beforebeingadaptedto EthernetandIPv4. 

 

A Little Background  on SCADA 
For many years, vertical industries have developed communication protocols that fit their 

specific requirements. Many of them were defined and implemented when the most common 
networking technologies were serial link-based, such as RS-232 and RS-485.This led to SCADA 
networking protocols, which were well structured, compared to the other protocols, running 
directly over serial physical and data  link layers. 

At a highlevel, SCADA systems collect sensor data and telemetry from remote devices, while 
also providing the ability to control them. Used in today’s networks, SCADAsystems allow global, 
real-time, data-driven decisions to be made about how to improvebusinessprocesses. 

        SCADA networks can be found across various industries, but you find SCADA 
mainlyconcentrated in       the        utilities and manufacturing/industrial verticals. Within these 
specificindustries, SCADA commonly uses certain protocols for communications between 
devicesandapplications.Forexample,Modbusanditsvariantsareindustrialprotocolsusedtomonitor 
and program remote devices via a master/slave relationship. Modbus is also 
foundinbuildingmanagement,transportation,andenergyapplications.TheDNP3andInternational 
Electrotechnical Commission (IEC) 60870-5-101 protocols are found mainly inthe utilities industry, 
along with DLMS/COSEM and ANSI C12 for advanced meter reading(AMR). 

As mentioned previously, these protocols go back decades and are serial based. 
So,transporting   the mover current IoT and  traditional networks requires thatcertain 
accommodations be made from both protocol and implementation perspectives. These 
accommodations and other adjustments form various SCADA transport methods. 

 

Adapting SCADA for IP 
In the 1990s, the rapid adoption of Ethernet networks in the industrial world drovethe 

evolution of SCADA application layer protocols. For example, the IEC adopted the OpenSystem 
Interconnection (OSI) layer model to define its protocol framework. Other protocoluser groups also 
slightly modified their protocols to run over an IP infrastructure. Benefits of this move to Ethernet 
and IP include the ability to leverage existing equipment and standards while integrating seamlessly 
the SCADA sub networks to the corporate WANinfrastructures. 

To further facilitate the support of legacy industrial protocols over IP networks ,protocol 
specifications were updated and published, documenting the use of IP for 
eachprotocol.ThisincludedassigningTCP/UDPportnumbersto theprotocols, suchasthefollowing: 

• DNP3 (adopted by IEEE 1815-2012) specifies the use of TCP or UDP on port 20000 
fortransporting 

• DNP3messages overIP. 

• TheModbusmessagingserviceutilizesTCPport502. 

• IEC 60870-5-104 is the evolution of IEC 60870-5-101 serial for running over 
EthernetandIPv4using port2404. 

• DLMS User Association specified a communication profile based on TCP/IP in 
theDLMS/COSEM Green Book (Edition5 orhigher), orin the IEC 62056-53 and IEC62056-47 

•  

• Standards ,allowing  data exchange via IP and port4059. 
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Like many of the other SCADAprotocols,DNP3is based on a master/slave relationship. The term master in this 

case refers to what is typically a powerful computerlocated in the control center of a utility, and a slave is a 

remote device with computingresources found in a location such as a substation. DNP3 refers to slaves 

specifically as outstations. Outstations monitor and collect data from devices that indicate their state, suchas 

whether a circuit breaker is on or off, and take measurements, including voltage, current,temperature, and 

so on. This data is then transmitted to the master when it is requested, orevents and alarms can be sent in 

an asynchronous manner. The master also issues controlcommands,such astostartamotoror 

resetacircuitbreaker,andlogstheincomingdata. 

The IEEE 1815-2012 specification describes how the DNP3 protocol implementationmust be adapted to run 

either over TCP (recommended) or UDP. This specification defines connection management between the 

DNP3 protocol and the I Players, as shown  in Figure Connection management links the DNP3 layers with the 

IP layers in addition to the configuration parameters and methods necessary for implementing the network 

connection. The IPlayers appear transparent to the DNP3 layers a seach piece of the protocol stack in one 

station logically communicates with the respective part in the other.This means that the DNP3 endpoints or 

devices are not aware of the underlying IP transportthatis occurring.
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                                               Figure2.18:Protocol Stack for Transporting Serial DNP3 SCADA over IP 
In Figure2.18, the master side initiates connections by performing aTCP  active open. The outstation listens 
for a connection request by performing a TCP passive open.Dual endpoint is defined as a process that can 
both listen for connection requests andperform an active open on the channel if required. Master stations 
mayparse multipleDNP3 data link layer frames from a single UDP datagram, while DNP3 data link layer 
framescannot span multiple UDP data grams. Single or multiple connections to the master may 
getestablished while a TCP keep alive timer monitors the status of the connection. Keep alive messages are 
implemented as DNP3 data link layer status requests. If a response is not received to a keep alive message, 
the connection is deemed broken, and the appropriate action is taken. 
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